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MUSIC
From the Editor

Hello and welcome to the summer edition of
Roomers. The theme for this issue is music. Music
has the power to trigger memories and feelings,
making it a great starting point for writing. A lot of the
writing in this issue is about remembering, recalling
friends and family, recalling places, recalling childhood.
Reading some of the pieces made me think about
why memories triggered by music remain so rich and
vivid. It’s wonderful how a song can deliver powerful
flashbacks through time and space.
And talking about space, or at least cyberspace,
Roomers has finally joined the 21st century and
created a blog. Our blog is called bricks and clicks.
It’s a wordpress blog and it’s great! Have a look, and if
you would like to get your work into the blogosphere,
send me an email. We have a blog and we aren’t
afraid to use it.
One of the recent posts on bricks and clicks is
titled “list poetry” and the post says simply “make
a list”, so I did. If you want to know more about list
poetry, look it up.

I wondered what rhymes with CYBERSPACE?
Here’s my list.
about-face, aerospace, anyplace, bouillabaisse,
commonplace, database, double bass, double-space,
everyplace, full-of-grace, hydrospace, hyperspace,
in-your-face, interface, interlace, interspace,
lowercase, marketplace, pillowcase, single-space,
steeplechase, triple-space, uppercase.
The Roomers workshops will be finishing for
the year on 15th December and will be back better
than ever on Tuesday 9th February, and then every
following Tuesday, rain or shine, 1.30 – 3.30 in the
St Kilda library. You don’t need to call first, just turn up.
And bring a pen and exercise book. Or a laptop
if that’s your thing. Hope to see you there.
Philippa Armstrong
Editor
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Playful Arrangements
by Barry Lee Thompson

He’s up with the birds, usually. Before them,
even. Reeling at the shock of cold water splashes
on pasty skin. This is always where the day starts:
staring out into the sky, into the depths of dark yard
silence. Waiting for light to peel over the edges. In
this way, he considers the things done the day before,
and how these activities might easily become those
for the day ahead. He could visit once again the
strangers who live by the bridge. He could stare along
the river’s reach, towards the lumbering shipyards,
and at the fishermen dotting the rocks. Or instead he
could sit home, thinking. All alone. Thinking forwards
and backwards. Circling around all the things that
have to be done, and then all the things that could be
done, but in the end not doing any of them.
It was the Sunday of the long weekend. The
meatless Friday had come and gone without note.
Saturday had been spent down by the bridge. But
today he played a song in his room. The same song
over and over. ‘I’ll never tire of this,’ but knowing
he probably would. Then knowing he definitely will,
eventually. Because it usually happens that way.
Maybe it’ll always happen the same way. Then, a
shout from somewhere, to turn the music down.
He turned it up. But the shout again, louder this time,
and with an edge. He shut the music all the way off.
The tune would be remembered outside his room,
and the words too. He put on a heavy coat, went out,
walked nowhere, walked everywhere, and the tune
stayed with him, playing within; the lyrics too, but the
words were becoming mixed up. Placed differently,

and deliberately, maybe. Twisted to suit himself,
maybe. Worked-over to fit his own rules of rhyme and
rhythm. He enjoyed the playful arrangements he was
crafting. This song, a new song, a fluid song, kept him
company. The tune stayed the same, he thought.
He walked for hours. Walked in a certain way,
without aim or need. Ambled, you might say. Through
the greyest of the dreary streets, past rows of small
damp houses with smells of stale margarine and old
roasts and rubbish, feeling that he was completely
safe, that he was alone in the entire place, the only
one about in this daylight. Only him on this day, save
for bored cats and curious dogs. The light had a
dulled-metal cast to it, and he felt as if not just his but
all life might go on forever like this; as if this were an
eternal light, the light from the end of the world.
And then the solitude was disrupted. By a man,
parading outside a ruined pub. The man, unable to
walk properly, noticed the territorial intrusion and
stopped shuffling. Stood, leaning on a dirty old crutch.
Leaning, and peering along the street. Malevolence in
the stare. Perhaps.
He slowed then halted at the man’s unwavering
glare, at the frayed clothes weighted with a history of
oily filth. He turned from the man and walked away,
retracing, back the way he came, picking up the pace.
No coward, but sensible. Radar attuned to possible
threats. At the end of the street, he checked back
over his shoulder. The man had shifted some way
from his original position, and was crutching along
the pavement. Advancing.
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1.
the hourly change of light
a rain humming curtain
a chainsaw howls higher in the valley
of boyhood memory
smelling like petrol rain falls like dancing
we wake to saturday afternoon
children and dogs
chase a mini bike down the road.

By Mark Fraser

So he ran. He darted round many corners,
sometimes into dank narrow alleys, losing himself
inside an imagined spiral, and he didn’t recognise the
place he ended up. Here were houses that looked
neglected, even those that weren’t boarded-up. It
was growing dark, and a light mist was falling in
patches like fine rain. He hurried along, and came
upon a bus stop with a cracked timetable, and sat
inside the shelter. The night people would be out soon
to claim the streets with painted hair and tight clothes
and strange perfumes. Windows were lighting behind
closed curtains. The sodium glow from cold streetlamps split the vaporous air. A car approached, slowed
briefly as it passed, a passenger’s face pressed to the
window. The music from earlier had left him, without
his noticing its departure. He reached for it, but it was

beyond him. He knew it would return, as soon as
he played the song again, inside his room, and that
when it did, the feelings would also come back, and
especially the feeling that he was invincible. It would
all come back.
Home now. It’s dark, and the window is propped
open. It’s cold outside, but he likes to listen to the
wind and the tap of the base of the blind against the
frame. The door swings lightly, back and forth. The
music has gone for the time being, but he doesn’t
have a need for it. Not right now. He’s thinking about
the man from earlier in the day. He’ll replay the
song later. His eyes close. The house is settled. But
something is ticking, apart from the blind, slow and
even. Ticking, and maybe it’ll send him to sleep.
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Music
By Roderick Waller

All of the music came from the religious, hymns
in our little church half way up Huncoat Lane, and we,
a little flock of choir boys, and the only time I sang in
public with some flush of pride, a week before Xmas,
1958, in the cold, star-lit sky, the moon, crescent
orange, and the night was full of snow, falling softly.
I sang the solo piece, Once in Royal David’s City, altosoprano so high and sweet, more than a nightingale,
I was nine years old, and now nearly sixty years gone
I still feel the close, warm thrill in my body, still see
my mother sitting in a pew a few
rows back from the altar; what
pure, innocent joy that was.
Then back home we drank
a cup of cocoa, then Dad kneeled
his lanky frame down and I was
carried on his shoulders up the
stairs, and then my brother’s
turn. We were tossed onto our
bunk-beds, laughing, excited.
When Dad closed the door I
sat in the dark by the window,
the snow was falling heavier,
a splendid show for Christmas
Eve. Thick, soft snow covered
the roofs of the houses; the
street light threw a faint orange
glow and our road, Knights Road
was blackish ice, two wheel
tracks between the snow drifts.
I sat there enthralled, and imagined Father Xmas
riding over the roofs in his sleigh, bells chiming, and
Santa singing in a loud tenor that trilled, Rudolf the
red-nosed reindeer, and the other six reindeer were
smiling. ‘Whoa, whoa’ he would shout stopping at
every chimney and one or two or more large, white
sacks he swung over his big shoulders, then dropped
out of sight as he delivered gifts to the other boys and
girls in our street.
As I watched in awe I heard the song Jingle
Bells filling the night air, and out among the streets

of our estate small groups of carol singers were
knocking on front doors. Dressed in woollen hats
and scarves and thick overcoats, two or three holding
lanterns and one holding a donation box, when the
door was opened, they would burst out in song, filling
the night in jubilation, singing carols, to welcome the
birth of Jesus, and to Santa as he whooshed around
overhead; Jesus’s helper, giving out the gifts to all
the kids; ‘O come all you faithful,’ and ‘Silent Night’,
‘We wish you a merry Xmas, sung out in chorus to
the world, bewitching it with a
special charm this night. And
when the carols were over,
Mums and Dads and their
children would step outside for
a moment and shyly and happily
put pennies and shillings in the
little wooden box, and everyone
smiled and wished each other a
true merry Xmas. How innocent
and pure we were then, all
the giving and receiving, carol
donations, presents, the Xmas
tree with chocolates and candy
tied to the branches, the parties
for the whole family, sherry for
the grown-ups, Xmas dinner,
roast turkey. The giving and
receiving and the firm belief in
baby Jesus, the story of his birth
in a manger, the three magi, the three shepherds.
Indeed those were magical times.
At that tender age I and my brother, younger,
8 years, were enraptured in a solid belief in Father
Xmas. A week before, with our mothers’ prompting,
we wrote a ‘present’ list, the toy we most desired,
and Dad posted the letters to Santa. We were both a
little afraid, I more than Howard, I recall, for we knew
that if Santa had heard of any bad things we’d done,
there would be no sack of presents, but a sack of
potatoes instead. Dad would come in and tuck us in,
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Please
Please
Me

a jolt of fear as the door closed us into the dark and I
would pull the blanket over my head, for I knew that,
that very night, Santa would climb down our chimney,
stealthily climb the stairs, and leave two white sacks
hanging from the front of our beds. It was amazing
that year after year in that wondrous age we were
always fast asleep when he came; but we knew he
had, so strong was our faith.
Then, a mere five or six years later our
innocence and sense of wonder came to an end,
some would argue to a very abrupt end. The youth
of the age gathered into mass rebellion, jolted
along by music. Then, in 1960 the TV and radio
were commonplace; teenagers revolted against
war, against Racism, LSD and ‘Weed’ WERE being
smoked in the universities. Fashion became a byword
for rebellion. Sex was openly discussed, and Joan
Baez, Bob Dylan and Pete Seeger sang their songs
of anarchy over the millions of tiny transistor radios
every youth would carry as a fingers up to authority.
And my brother and I also had our own personal
revolution, more agonizing it seemed than the new
spirit blowing across the land, we were on the cusp
of being teenagers, pimply faces, stretching femurs
as our bodies took off skyward, and the revelation of
the wonder of girls, and the pressure of society to do
well in school; all this my brother and I and millions
of others were submerged in, challenged by and
confronted with the mushrooming of music.
And then music sprinted past all other concerns,
rapidly filling the air with rock and roll, There was
singing and dancing. The Beatles, I remember clearly
the first time I listened on our pink transistor radio to
‘Please, please me’ breaking all records for records
sold, then the Rolling Stones, and suddenly like
an avalanche, dozens of groups broke into song,
Liverpool and the North gave forth unlimited talent.
I was twelve years old and loved to listen to music,
and then bought an electric guitar and in my bedroom
after school I would turn the amplifier up and practice
the chords and dream of being a rock star. And then
almost overnight it seemed, there came a huge rift in
the young of England, with one half, the ‘rockers’,
and the other the ‘mods’.
The rockers were the bad guys, leather jackets,
winklepicker shoes, sideburns and Elvis crew-cuts,
those who had money rode menacing motorbikes.
Their music was the hard, raunchy in your face rock
from the Stones and other stoic anarchists. They
clashed with the mods who were seen as sophisticated
and stylish, riding motor scooters and dressing sharply.
They favoured tailor-made suits, cashmere jumpers and
thin ties. The mods were strongly influenced by jazz
and followed bands such as The Who.

For a while in Great Britain there were
violent clashes between the two sides, thousands
congregated in high streets and along esplanades of
the south-east coast like Maidstone, and Folkstone.
Stones were thrown, the police were armed with
batons, but the fighting was swift and not much
harm done.
The mods hung out in Carnaby street, London,
the rockers in gangs at street corners. I think if I was
asked I would take the side of the mods, I was deep
into folk songs having replaced the shiny red electric
guitar for a twelve string guitar. I realised, and it was
a relief to many that there was no hope for me in
rock and roll, so I switched to Folk and bluegrass and
became a life-long fan of Pete Seeger singing ‘We
Shall Overcome’, and many other local bands I began
to listen to in folk club nights. Almost every night
during college years my mate, Mac, and I would be
sitting in a pub, anywhere from Stockton to Swindon
in smoked filled rooms with beer flowing and a crowd
singing the chorus when prompted by the performer.
My brother had taken another path; the arts, and
didn’t seem too interested in music, which to this day
I can’t understand.
And so in the mid-sixties there was a great mish
mash of music around the world, bellowing out of
TV and radio, filling concert halls and even football
stadiums to house the millions of screaming fans, a
lot of them teenage girls. Cliff Richard, rock star, cleancut, backed by the Shadows singing fairly conservative
songs such as ‘Summer Holiday’, the Searchers from
the cavern in Liverpool, Gerry and the Pacemaker with
his smash hit, ‘Ferry Cross the Mersey’, an all time hit.
Across the Atlantic black females soul singers became
overnight stars, like Dionne Warwick and Aretha
Franklin, and in the UK, white female soul singers such
as Dusty Springfield and Cilla Black.
So, the earth resounded with electric guitars
and drumbeats and young people singing about love
and dreams and anti-establishment. Now, 60 years
later I look back on that time, what a wonderful happy
time the birth of rock and roll and new folk music
was. There wasn’t much violence and certainly less
fear than today, people sang and played only because
they loved to. The ego, for once, that power grabbing
ugly, human trait was second place. We all got on
fairly well in the sixties. I regret not going to concerts
and especially Woodstock in my teens, and regret
the long periods of shutting music out whilst I sank
into deep depressions. But what is so miraculous is,
I just have to turn on the radio and listen to my
favourite composer, Sibelius, or if in excited mood,
pick up my banjo and gush out some little hillbilly
tune. When I do, all is well in the world.
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I enter the trans dimensional
darkness The sound of
pounding bass. Dense smoke
captures colour. Mirror ball
ejects light in squares. Strobe
light lightning. Sweaty skin
glistens. Bumping and grinding .
We move in unison. Raise your
hands in the air and wave them
like you just don’t care. My heart
beats perfectly to my euphoric
brain. Check this out

2.
some kind of scurvy
that gets everyone
should be eating green beans should be in clover
but it’s a feast or a famine
and there’s nothing like hindsight – a slam o’the door
and a look that would kill if it could

I was in the record shop flipping
through the latest releases. I
overheard a pregnant woman ask
the man behind the counter “Can
you recommend music I can play
to my unborn baby” The man
looked surprised and replied,
“What genre of music is she
into?” She rubbed her large bulge
softly, smiled and said “something
soothing dear.” He walked
towards the new age section,
pulled out a record and handed
it to the woman, and said “This
is a recording of the forest and
waterfalls”. She replied “ that’s
nice,” paid for the record and left
the store humming. Nearby a man
dressed in a cricketer’s ensemble
was looking through the classical
section, he held a pile of records
under his arm as he scanned the
store in a suspicious manner. I
think he was preparing to run
without paying for the records.

GET DOUWN
bEEE tEEE

By Mark Fraser

THE RECORD SHOP
bEEE tEEE

THE ROCK STAR
bEEE tEEE
Reminiscing about my musical
career, I realise I was destined
to play guitar. In grade six my
friends and I made instruments
from anything we could find at
home. I made my guitar from two
pieces of wood joined by a nail,
and some wool for the strings. We
mimed a song in front of our class,
and received much applause. I
was hooked from that day. Now
I have a room that houses my
twenty-five rare guitars. Gold and
platinum records cover the walls.
I’m in the process of writing my
autobiography, inspired by my
career. I realise I am one lucky son
of a somebody.
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Una’s Requiem
by Tanya Page

My granny lay before me in the dark living room
as mourners passed in and out of her house. She lay
in a coffin in the middle of the room in her Sunday
best as the front door opened to the terrace and
people came and went. Some spoke and some didn’t
while paying their respects.
“Una was always shining the brasso” was a
memory shared. My granny was always talking and
chatting to the neighbours. Her favourite song was
a republican song, “The Echo of the Thompson Gun
[sic] The Merry Ploughboy”. Her piano was in the
corner and I remembered how she used to keep
her dole hidden on the black and white keys, a large
bundle. She never knew what to do with it. What do
you do with money if you never had any before?
The piss up had just started as people talked
and women ran around with sandwiches, cakes, tea
and whiskey “to calm your nerves”.
My uncle fell down outside the door as his wife
shook with grief, marriage splitting up as the matriarch
and family hierarchy started to break. I had never seen
my uncle cry as he held onto the front terrace railing.
His face was worn from drink and sorrow. He actually
seemed human for once.

She didn’t look like granny any more. She looked
like someone else. I was glad she was gone. She was
starting to go anyway and she wasn’t like granny.
We bury in three days.
At night, people would sit around and each
would have a memory.
I stared at my Granny’s body trying to determine
if that was really her. Her body had shrunk as if
returning to childhood. The mourning had started as
people wore black and spoke hushly around the body.
Traditional keening had passed and the occasional soft
cry and memories shared were commonplace.
My auntie dressed her body in a special dress.
I returned the next day for the funeral.
My family carried her through the terrace and up
the lane to Westlandrow.
Her small terrace surrounded by new
apartments and buildings now as Dublin progressed
into the 20th century and EU.
They carried Una up that lane where she walked
everyday to mass, up and down, rain or sun since she
was a child.
That was her song.
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Art by
Paul Harper

The
Musical
dream
by Warwick Knight

If this computer screen be a window, and the rhythm of mind and body
Be in touch with the spirit mother and the earth’s universe
There be a rhyme to dance, a dance of musicality
Bringing together these Themes
As one does a three corded hessian rope.
A 12 bar musical riff, the screen appearing to the vision, of the minds’ eye
Dancing for the beholden, the observant, of rhyme and the musical note
Well let’s sing of what we see in the screen, feel within
Behold a splendid view of waves sweeping up upon a beach
Up and up, two, three up two, three, the waves, the wind, whistle a tune
Through the screen she has something to teach. Right here at this beach.
The waves now firming now frothing to further feel the crash
Operatic, almost, in their brass band clash
Do you see that now furious wind, ever more than a breeze? A storm
The Meister of the computer screen
Now with all his might reaches for the crescendo
The surf tamed waif eases momentarily, to his baton
Pleasurable a delight, she a lady seal, with friendly others
Join the dance and the rhyme goes on
So the sea, waves, sea weed and sand dune, grasses dance all of us yea all
Then explosively, two, no three, four, five
Sea birds can be seen as they appear on a wing, a cloud, as if to sing
So love taking her natural form, the fishing seal gobbles up her fish
Frolicking and diving away, all about, faring us well
All of us and the Meister within his compunction
Brings his baton to an episodic, climactic, cracking, close
Far and away the Sea bird Prince, her King, dips a wing, out, way out away
Signalling that their long journey to new land must begin
For the love of it echoing within, calming, dancing, song to the image
The feel and shimmer of the computer screen begins the run
The run home
You too?
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Music
for
laptop
and
two
fingers

by Paul Harper
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Willie Road
Record Reviews
Written during one of our grouse
monthly hot breakfast writing sessions

Eagle rock –
Daddy Cool by Trevor
Would you dance to it? Oh yeah!
Did you dance to it? Nah.
But would you now? Yeah I reckon.
I used to listen to Eagle rock on the radio
and then I got the LP. One of the first I
ever bought.
Did your parents like that music?
Probably not.
Favourite song? Come back again.
I like the sound. My brother and sister
liked the sound too.
4 out of 5 stars from me.

Living in the seventies
– Skyhooks by Keith
Skyhooks. Now there’s a band that found
their niche. Looking at suburbia. Living
in the seventies made household names
of the members, notably Red Symons
and Shirley Strachan. Track after track
they hang shit on society, the media,
teenagers themselves and of course,
shady characters.
The song Horror Movie shot the band
to fame and notoriety. Skyhooks sang
songs about Melbourne: Balwyn calling,
Toorak cowboy, Lygon St Blues. Without

being great musicians Skyhooks created
a hype that saw teenagers grow up
being loud and proud with a who gives a
damn attitude. Skyhooks should always
be remembered as one of the Oz bands
that led the way, along with Spectrum.
The La De Das, Daddy Cool, AC/DC.
Billy Thorpe had already shown the world
how good Oz rock was. Ahhh. Oz music,
the 70’s, everything was crazy and we
are bloody proud of it!

Bob Marley and
the Wailers by Jake
The first time I heard Bob Marley and the
Wailers I was getting a haircut. The hair
dresser said “bro you gotta listen to this”.
Well it blew me away.
I had read Malcom X and Gandhi and
knew of the life and times of Te Whiti
and Rongomai, but had never heard the
likes of Bob Marley before. Right from
the first bass riff Family Man Barrett,
who seemed to tell his own story
alongside brother Carlton on drums,
managed to maintain a driving beat
that produced a kind of relaxed yet vital
essence to the music.
The lead guitar of Junior Marvin at times
left me breathless with its rock blues
basis. With a brand new beat often on
the 1 and 3.
The precision of the keyboards and
percussion, while seemingly simple,
added that extra touch of class.

But above all was the singing and
words of the man himself. Bob Marley.
With songs such as Get Up, Stand Up,
No Woman, No Cry, Redemption Song,
Roadblock, Africa Unite and Talkin Blues,
it was clear his commitment to political
and social issues was as deep as his
musical knowledge.
I asked the hairdresser where I could get
a copy and went and bought one. Within
a week I had learnt every song on the
album. That was in 1972. I still know the
songs and perform them when I play to
this day.
For many years I threw away the comb
and grew dreadlocks. It was a great
loss to humanity when Bob Marley
passed away, but his music carries on as
relevant today as it always was and will
be. Rest in peace Brother Bob.

The best of Harry
Secombe – Harry
Secombe by Phil
When my mum and her sister, Auntie
Kathleen, nicked off to go shopping, they
left me on the roof. They were gone a
full hour and a half. So I was left on the
roof with a full tin of paint, paintbrush
and a job to do. And Harry Secombe
full-blast on the stereo. The best of Harry
Secombe. That was in Beauty Point,
North Tassie. Summer. Whenever I hear
Harry Secombe, it takes me straight
back to being up on that roof.
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Top 10 off the top
of my head by Leigh
1. If You Want Blood – AC/DC
Think this was my first taste of Acadaca.
Deep in some parts. Night Prowler.
2. Band on the Run – Wings
Always liked McCartney and Wings,
classic.

singing, and anyway most of the time
Richard Clapton’s
their lyrics are shit. Not to mention
greatest hits – Richard repetitive.
Clapton by Brett
London calling –
One of the reasons I luv this album and
the Clash by Mark
artist is that he wrote good Aussie songs
about Sydney when I was living there,
between 1982 – 1994. One day he came
into the record shop where I was working
at DJ’s in Castlereagh St to buy a record.
This made him even more of a favourite.

I like this record because it gives us
the band at their bestest; they made
cool white London reggae with political,
social thingos.

3. Led Zeppelin IV – Led Zep
Zep in their early days, I used to have itbloody grouse, Bloody Thieves.
4. Eliminator – ZZ Top
Late teens, thrashed it.
5. Mental As Anything
First time on Countdown
they sang The Nips are
Getting Bigger

W

ILL

IE ROA
D

I believe Stevie Ray
Vaughan was one of the
best guitar players on this
earth. Jeez I loved this
record so much so that I
bought it from ………..,
lost it, and then had to
have it, so stole it from
………………

6. Dark Side of the
Moon – Pink Floyd
What can I say?
7. Alive and Dangerous
– Thin Lizzy
Phil Lynott, Garry Moore
and the boys; Irish Rock
Royalty.

It’s a spectacular record with
covers of BB King, Albert King, and
Robert Johnson. There was a guy from
the southern states of America who
sold his soul to the devil, standing at
the crossroads, to achieve success and
he did and he was and his name was
Robert Johnson.

8. Electric – Cult
Blew me away, every song. Their best.
9. Surfing With the Alien – Joe
Satriani
The best guitarist to come out in the
80’s. Steve Vai’s mentor.
10. Combat Rock – Clash
Only heard 2 tracks until Maracass
played the whole album. Sorry Maracass
– better than London Calling.

Texas Flood by
Stevie Ray
Vaughan and
Double Trouble
by John

Some of the songs I liked were Girls on
The avenue, Deep Water, I am an Island
and Capricorn Dancer.
I liked his unique voice and that his songs
were about places such as Bondi, which
me and millions of other Aussies knew
very well. I’d play the cassette in my
Datsun and crank it up loud and it made
me feel like I hadn’t a care in the world.
He is an Aussie icon to me, along with
Jimmy Barnes, Peter Garrett and Ross
Wilson. I like the way his singing voice
almost sounds like he speaking. The
way he clearly narrates his songs like
he is telling us his own life experiences.
A lot of singers these days, you can’t
understand what the fuck they are

This record is a mood pleaser and a
crowd pleaser and if I was having a party
it would be the first record I’d put on,
and the last.
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The Weeping Myall
By Tanya Page

To taste the morning dew from the weeping myall
wets my tongue with the smoky taste of tobacco
My mouth is no longer dry with early waking slumber
The magpies’ morning song breaks the night’s silence
An opera of duets and sonata from native birdlife
welcomes the dawn
My body burns with light and heat
The mobile phone sings with an electronic beat
I anxiously wait for work
Outside, this is a foreign place of southern heat
What is this place?
What is a wattle?
What is a banksia?
What is a salt bush?
Not much deciduous around here
The Australian voice is dry and monotone and at times
so silent
It sings of the wattle and gum tree with a nostalgic
past of a hero’s journey to settle the bush
If settlers had mobile phones, would the swagman
tell stories?
Possums dance across these odd shaped trees with
their hanging branches billowing under the hot sun
and bending and swaying in the dry wind
I long for the oak and heather
I long for the robin singing in the hedge
I long for the soft landscape of green and yellow fields
My yearning for home is strong
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By Mary Grace Levarkis
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1969

(Lest We Forget)
by Leaf Van Amsterdam

H.E.M.P.
So many times I had to say
So many times I had to write
So many times I had to pray
So many times I had to fight
CHORUS: How many times will people pay?
Don’t lock us up - we’re not your slaves
The time has come for social change
Help legalise the weed today
What can you do? What can I say?
It’s time you knew, help liberate
Why can’t we live our lives this way?
We all can act to aid the change
(CHORUS) then (ALL x 2) then (CHORUS x 2).
© LeafVanAmsterdam

Forced to hate,
Born on the wrong date,
The letter in the mail
Just sealed your fate,
We were close friends once
But the times have changed,
Now you have to go
While I get to stay,
Vietnam, the war is on,
The world is living
In fear of the bomb,
You were going to study
From what I had heard,
But the government says
Now it’s your turn,
I have a girlfriend,
We love music,
She plays guitar
And I can sing,
I keep my haircut,
We live our way,
Eat and wear what we want
And we are free,
The world is torn now,
Chaos reigns,
Families are hurting
And battles rage,
So many men drafted
At such a young age,
Cultures clash
And people pay,
I’m not a soldier,
It’s not my fight,
I love my country
But I don’t think it’s right,
We are hippies,
We believe in peace,
We want this to end It’s unnecessary.
I don’t know exactly when this will end,
I want you to know I hope this finds you well my friend,
We don’t all fit into their strict set of plans,
Let’s try to remain strong in the face of death.
© LeafVanAmsterdam
Listen to this song, and others by Leaf on YouTube.
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Beethoven’s
undeclared love
(of dogs)
by Timna Kelly

Sudden change in temperature like a restrained piano rondo.
Foot on sustain pedal. Gradual crescendo. Accelerated tempo to
plunge with a sudden turn into passionate fortissimo ending, beckoning
uncoded resolve. How! How! How! Beethoven sonata in d flat opus 16.

3.
to stay out for days
where careless alone dances crookedly teetering
and driving too fast
a drug wolf wishes for peace
running to miss the bus for suburban hysterics
born of boredom malice and fear
blue screen silence
the dark before dawn

drink disappears and sound becomes clean
a band calls the last joint in carlton
and unfulfilled post graduates
just got to be that way

By Mark Fraser

Sitting beside the beach barrier. I hear a feeble sound. I identify it
as a restrained bark. Gradually it is swallowed back into stillness. Only
with imagination is there power to evoke a click noise of a needle.
Rustles of a paper bag. Shuffling of feet on gravel. Bubbling coffee in a
percolator, or distant sound of traffic on top of a well-maintained road.
Roars and bustle in our multi-coloured external world. Our internal
landscape resonating. Or not.
With or without suitable syllables. The quiet rhythm of waves licking
the shore. The untrained voice of a child singing. Safety in newness;
sand, sun and sea. The dog plunging, unhesitating, into water; revitalised,
shaking its fur, interlaced by its owner calling “Mopi, come here.”
Plonk
Flesh and water
Plastic on rock
Attack on sonority
Shell fish in shock
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Memories of Merle

Seymour the policeman

by John King

By Mary Grace Levakis

I just woke from a dream, in it I was talking to you on the phone
It was good to hear your voice, your laugh.
But you’ve been gone for four years now.
There’s so much to tell you, so much to say.
You’ve missed the birth of your two great granddaughters.
I’ve learnt to play the ukulele. You would have enjoyed the
sing alongs. You always loved music.
But the arrow of time is forever moving forward.
You have lived and died. Your time has passed.
We who are still living squander our precious time.
We must learn to live in this moment.
For this moment is all we have. Soon our time too will be gone.
Life is fleeting use it as you will.
But don’t waste it worrying about the small stuff.
Choose this moment to wake up and truly live.

Seymour the policeman would fiddle all night long
While he was on duty at the city morgue
His only companions were the poor,
The poor folk who died of unnatural causes.
And on this evidence he’d have to be
The bravest man of all.
(Sing)
Hey Seymour Seymour!
Play a happy tune
Don’t always play the mournful blues
Hey Seymour, Seymour!
How can your boss be so cruel?
For companionship, why isn’t a radio
Or TV given to you?
Even the inmates in Pentridge
Get better treatment than you.
Seymour the policeman
His face turned a deathly hue
As he played to his audience
In the cool room.
As his fiddle stick screeched mournfully
Thinking of all the evils
That some folk do.

Street Busker
By Wendy Butler

I listen to music. I watch TV. I invent who I am. My life story is complex.
My parents have passed away. My friend lives next door. She has a lot of problems.
She lives from day to day. Sometimes she copes, sometimes she doesn’t.
I spend each day as it comes. I spend an amount of time in my flat.

By Brigitte Belcourt

Outside the 7 Eleven
It’s four in the morning
That time
When the weekend is finishing
I howl at the moon.
My Master admonishes me,
“I’m trying to busk”, he says.
He thinks they are paying for his music.
But it’s me they pay for.
The tripping, floating girls.
Fresh from night clubs
In their skimpy outfits
Pat me
And tickle me behind the ears.
“Good dog, good dog”, they croon
And put coins in the hat.
Without me he’d make nothing,
What is a man without a dog?
When everyone packs up,
Who keeps him warm,
When his blankets are stolen and freezing?
And when people bypass his hat,
Who runs up to strangers
And brings them back?
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A challenge to Mental Illness — By John King
Take your best shot — There’s nothing more
you can take from me — There’s nothing
more you can do to me — I am a survivor.
Nay a warrior — I have fought and won —
You may kill the body — But you can’t break
my spirit — You have thrown me in seclusion
— You have subdued me with your drugs
— You have robbed me of everything I held
dear — I will not wear your labels — I will not
conform to your rules — Bury me in the cold
hard ground — Or scatter my ashes on the
wind — It doesn’t matter — For I have loved
and have been loved — And that you can
NEVER take from me
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Writing Workshops
Every Tuesday 1.30 – 3.30
At the St Kilda Library
150 Carlisle Street, St Kilda
Been meaning to drop into the writing workshops?
You don’t need to book or ring; Just turn up. The workshops are free
and open to everyone. They are a great way to unearth and polish your
creative writing skills with a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors
and afternoon tea. See you there!
For more information call Philippa on 0413 024 528

#59
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $40 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
4 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $40 per year
Individual (cashed up): $50 per year
Not for profit organisations: $60 per year
Others: $90 per year
We want your stories and poems and songs and
articles and musings and photos and artwork
And we want them now.
When you send your work in please include your name and address so
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can be
anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Philippa Armstrong on 0413 024 528
or leave a message on 9531 1954 or write to
PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send us an email
roomersmag@yahoo.com.au
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